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F. INTERPRETATION OF THE LEVELING DATA
By C. R. LONGWELL, Yale University
Leveling data from the Hoover Dam net are presented graphically in two ways. First, the net is divided into 19 segments, and along each segment the data
on altitudes are represented in profile in plate 4. For
the entire net, differences in level are available covering
the interval 1935 to 1940-41. These differences, along
each segment of the net, are shown by the relation of a
dotted line to a straight line marked 0. Similarly, the
total differences for the interval 1935 to 1949-50 are
shown by the relation of a dashed line to the straight
zero line, in all segments of the net for which these differences are available. Segments are crooked in various
degrees, and in constructing each profile the locations of
stations were projected at right angles to the straight
zero line of the profile. Profiles then were shifted somewhat, to avoid interference with each other and with
other features of the map. Leveling values are in millimeters, hence the vertical scale of profiles is grossly
exaggerated.
The second graphic presentation is by use of contours
in figure 8. Since large extrapolation from available
stations is required, these contour maps can be accepted
as rough approximations only; additional values for
areas between lines of the present net would no doubt
alter the positions of contours appreciably and make the
over-all patterns more complex. Nevertheless the maps
probably depict reasonably well the major changes, and
supplement usefully the profiles of plate 4.
Construction of the profile for the southern Virgin
Mountains was made with due regard for the warning
by E. J. Parkin against drawing firm conclusions from
the 1935 to 1941 divergences along the line from the
Lake Shore mine to St. Thomas Gap, because corrections on this line are in excess of the allowable limit.
PERTINENT GEOLOGIC FEATURES

The entire area covered by the level net lies within the
Basin and Range province, which is characterized by
large faults, some of them the locus of important movement within late geologic and even within historic time.
No accurate geologic map of the area is available; but
the locations of some faults are known, and the general
boundaries between major outcrops of bedrock and allu-

viated basins are shown in plate 4. Alluvium extends
to considerable depth in the interior parts of nearly all
wide intermont basins; and in some basins that are
bounded by large faults, the thick alluvial cover reaches
to the borders of adjacent ranges. On the other hand,
in some wide areas the alluvium above bedrock is thin
or of only moderate thickness. Thus some but not all
of the highland boundaries shown in plate 4 mark important changes in subsurface conditions.
The eastern lines of the level net are near the major
Grand Wash fault zone, which separates the Basin
and Range province from the Colorado Plateaus.
Thick alluvial deposits lie along this zone. Opposite
the mouth of Grand Canyon these deposits are broken
by a fault, about 5 miles west of the high cliffs that
mark the western edge of the plateaus. The greater
part of Lake Mead lies west of this weak zone, and
we should like to know whether the added weight may
have caused depression relative to the plateau mass,
which appears to be an exceptionally stable tectonic
unit. Unfortunately, no part of the level net is on the
plateau block (but see p. 74). Also, since the net wasnot established until filling of the lake began, it is not
possible to distinguish changes in level that may be
related to the lake from changes that may have been
in progress before the Hoover Dam was built.
PATTERN OF THE CHANGES IN LEVEL

Although the individual changes in level are small,
the general consistency of the over-all pattern is impressive. A conspicuous feature brought out by the
profiles of plate 4 and the contours of figure 8 is a
broad basinlike depression centering in the vicinity of
Boulder Canyon. The general form of this depression
and the amount of closure—about 70 mm—remained
strikingly unchanged from 1940-41 to 1949-50, although the area as a whole continued to subside
during that interval, and a pronounced regional tilt
extended to, and apparently beyond, the southern limit
of the level net. During the interval from 1935 to 1941
the general tilt was southeastward; the vicinity of
Corn Springs was not involved and subsidence near
Nipton and Searchlight was small and irregular,
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whereas the depression near Hackberry was exceeded
only in the basin near Boulder Canyon. In 1950 the
area of general depression reached west of the level
net (fig. 8), and along the south side of the net the
recorded maximum was near Searchlight; data for
the Hackberry-Kingman area are not available.
During the interval from 1941 to 1950 the total area
affected by subsidence was considerably enlarged, and
the over-all tendency was tilting toward the southwest. The basin that centered near Boulder Canyon
was maintained but not appreciably deepened. There
is a suggestion of a basin or a southward-plunging
trough west of Searchlight, but the values from the
level net are too few and too small to give a trustworthy picture.
The sharply localized cone of depression centered
at Las Vegas involves the largest changes in level recorded in the survey. This cone, superimposed on the
wider pattern of disturbance, probably has a separate
explanation—the withdrawal of water from the artesian basin that has supplied the Las Vegas community. The maximum depression revealed between
1935 and 1940-41 was 100 mm at station K169; during
the period from 1941 to 1950 the maximum lowering
increased to 350 mm at station L169 and the cone
widened appreciably. This result is in accord with
the accelerated use of water attending rapid growth of
the community. Because this cone is not related to the
major problem considered here, it is not given further
attention in this report.
A pronounced feature that persisted through the
second and third surveys of the net indicates a positive
movement west of St. Thomas Gap, astride the narrow
arm of Lake Mead. Positive values persist through
more than 5 miles of the traverse, and reach a maximum of 36.5 mm. Though the values are small, reality
of the uplift is strongly supported by the nearly identical patterns for 1940-41 and 1949-50.
The evidence generally indicates continued subsidence
in all parts of the level net since 1935, and actual uplift
is shown at only a few locations other than the one cited
above. At a few other places a downward tendency
before 1940-41 was in part reversed during the later
interval. Several abrupt changes, both downward and
upward, affecting single stations or a few neighboring
stations, may reflect local slumping or earth flowage.
The most pronounced of these changes, near the Hualpai Wash gage, is recorded in the data for both 1940-41
and 1949-50; one station (H129) shows depression of
470 mm, whereas the stations J129 and 1245B directly
north and south of it have gone up slightly. The abrupt
drop of station U120 near the Detrital Wash gage may
have resulted from solution of saline deposits that
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underlie that area. Most of these isolated changes are
not represented in the profiles of plate 4.
Changes along the lines Moapa-Cane Springs and
Moapa-Beaverdam Creek are too small and erratic for
confident representation on the contour maps.
POSSIBLE CAUSES OF CHANGES IN LEVEL

The shifting of large loads at the earth's surface is a
matter of much concern in geologic study. Generally
such shifts are extremely slow from the human viewpoint, and evidence bearing on the effects of waxing and
waning icecaps, the filling of a geosynclinal trough, or
the growth and disappearance of a great lake such as
Bonneville is incomplete and in several respects equivocal. Repeated checking of the Hoover Dam level net
furnishes quantitative data that are rarely obtainable.
The original capacity of Lake Mead, below the permanent spillway at altitude 1205.4 feet, was about 28.8
million acre-feet of water. Thus far the reservoir has
filled to overflowing in only one season, and the average
level of the lake surface is considerably below the maximum. However, the volume of sediment, with density
higher than that of the displaced water, increases continuously. For practical purposes the weight of the
water in the lake may be taken as about 40,000 million
tons, distributed over an area of 232 square miles. Only
a small fraction of this area is in the narrow, upstream
part of the lake, and more than 60 percent of the weight,
about 25,000 million tons, is concentrated in the wide
Virgin and Boulder Basins, which lie directly east and
west of Boulder Canyon. The total area of these basins
is about 85 square miles, and the load added to this area
averages more than 10 tons per square foot, or 140
pounds per square inch. As the two long arms of the
lake diverge at a large angle from the Virgin Basin
east of Boulder Canyon, the center of gravity of the
lake lies in the vicinity of this basin in a very real sense.
Significantly, the broad subsidence with closure revealed
in the data of 1940-41, and persisting through 1949-50
(fig. 8), appears to center in the area east of Boulder
Canyon.
Complex causes may of course contribute to the differential subsidence. The bedrock floors of some interment basins are grabens, and slow movement on one or
more of the bounding faults may be still in progress.
Even though all of the faults may have been "dead"
when the dam was built, the added weight of the
lake may be causing adjustment along some of the old
fracture zones. Of interest in this connection are the
reports of investigations of seismic activity and subsidence in the Lake Mead area, conducted by the Coast
and Geodetic Survey in cooperation with the Bureau
of Reclamation during the years 1935 to 1948. These
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reports (Carder, 1945; Carder and Small, 1948) show
a concentration of epicenters of several hundred local
earthquakes in the Boulder Basin and a less prominent concentration in the Gregg Basin of Lake Mead.
It was concluded from these studies that the local
earthquakes in the Boulder Basin were caused by downfaulting of an underlying crustal block along previously established fault planes that were probably active during pre-Pleistocene time. The renewed activity has been ascribed to the sudden loading of about
12,000 million tons of water on the floor of the Boulder
Basin. Likewise, the earthquakes in the Gregg Basin
are caused apparently by local subsidence; but the relation between settling and reservoir loading is not so
clearly defined as in the Boulder Basin.
A cause independent of bedrock may lie in the compaction of thick sedimentary fill in the intermont
basins. Settling in excess of upbuilding possibly was
proceeding in one or more basins, and permeation of
water from the rising lake may well have accelerated the
process. Another logical cause of subsidence may be
elastic yielding in the bedrock itself. We may conjecture also some plastic yielding at depth, although
the load, in unit value and in areal extent, seems inadequate to produce such an effect, particularly within
a short time.
Though there is no way of knowing how much compaction of sediments may have occurred beneath wide
bodies of the lake wrater, inspection of profiles along
critical lines of leveling does not favor such compaction as the chief cause of the basining that centers
east of Boulder Canyon, as represented in figure 8.
The most instructive profile is that along the Borax
Road, ending eastward at Boulder Wash (pi. 4). In
its western part this line of stations is on alluvial fill,
in some places probably fairly thick, elsewhere a thin
cover on bedrock. In its eastern part the line runs
for several miles on bedrock. Despite this varied terrane the eastward slope of the profile, during each of
the intervals between surveys, is remarkably uniform.
Moreover, the average slope and the maximum depression along this traverse are greater than along the line
ending northward at the Detrital Wash gage, a line
that is on thick sedimentary fill throughout its length.
The eastward slope toward Hoover Dam is comparable,
along a line that is on or near bedrock much of the
distance from Railroad Pass to the dam. If this slope
were projected from the dam to the head of Boulder
Canyon, this profile would reach about the same level
as that ending at Boulder Wash.
No traverses are favorably situated for checking the
slope westward and southward toward the central area
of the lake, and the pattern of contours depicting the

northern and eastern parts of the basin of subsidence
therefore has no satisfactory basis. Evidence from the
available traverses, however, suggests strongly that the
bedrock floor is involved in the sinking, with a uniformity that would not be expected if the yielding were
for the most part localized along faults. Thus the
concept of broad elastic yield in the bedrock is favored,
and persistence of the basining, without perceptible
accentuation after the 1940-41 survey, strengthens this
concept. Nevertheless, adjustments within the basin
alluvium may have been considerable, at least locally.2
The broad bulge along the arm of the lake west of
St. Thomas Gap may reflect slow flowage toward the
lake of the basin sediments after they became saturated.
Possibly this bulge extends farther down the lake than
can be inferred from data on the one available line
of stations.
The extensive tilting subsidence, which involves the
entire reservoir area and extends at least tens of miles
farther south, presents a more difficult and elusive problem than the localized basining. We may surmise that
this tilting is connected with a regional movement,
which perhaps was in progress before the dam was
built. Large extension and considerable change in pattern of the tilting between 1941 and 1950 suggest the
possibility that the Lake Mead load may exert a "trigger" effect in starting or accelerating movement along
regional zones of weakness. Concentration along definite lines does not appear in the present data, but
the small scale of movement and the wide spacing of
lines in the level net do not favor recognition of critical
details at this early stage of the study. In several parts
of the area, subsidence in the intermont basins exceeds
that on adjacent highland blocks. An example is the
depression west of Searchlight, which on both profiles
corresponds generally to the alluvial cover between the
McCullough Range and the Eldorado Mountains.
East of Searchlight the profiles do not reflect the differences in geology that are suggested on plate 4. However, the wide belt of alluvium between the Eldorado
and Black Mountains is deceptive; for the most part
this alluvium forms a thin veener on bedrock. The
1941 to 1950 change in profile has a relative "high"
that extends continuously from Searchlight to the east
border of the Black Mountains, and a pronounced depression farther east, on thick alluvium. The long traverse from Moapa southwestward to Nipton, Calif., also
has interest in this connection. If we omit the Las
Vegas cone, the profiles on this traverse have fairly
2 The entire level net is above the highest shoreline of the lake, and
none of the releveling therefore measures compaction of the alluvium
underlying the original floor of the reservoir.

